
Illex Tricoroll Spoon Shine Katana | 10g

Illex

Product number: IL-41557

Perfect for sea trout and other salmonids.

Weight: 0.01 kg
13,95 €
12,59 € * 12,59 €

Discover the Illex Tricoroll Spoon - The pinnacle of salmonid fishing

A masterpiece of lure technology

The Illex Tricoroll Spoon lure is not just another lure in your fishing arsenal. Developed as the ultimate 
solution for fishing for sea trout and other salmonids, this spoon lure combines the best of both worlds: the 
proven running properties of the famous Tricoroll lures and a special construction that makes it the king of 
the current.

Perfection in form and function

With its slim, specially curved body, the Tricoroll Spoon retains its stability even in turbulent waters. This 
unique shape prevents it from rising too high or rotating, making it the ideal tool for fishing in large lakes 
and strong currents.

Two sizes for maximum flexibility

Available in two weights - 10g and 14g - the Tricoroll Spoon allows for flexible use in different fishing 
conditions and for a variety of target fish. Whether sea trout, trout, mefo, asp, pike, perch, cod, cod or sea 
bass, this spoon is your secret weapon.

Minnow-like behaviour with added attraction

The wide rolling action and minnow-like flashing behaviour make the Tricoroll Spoon irresistible. The 
recess in the spoon prevents the spoon from getting out of the water and minimises rotation, making it 



particularly attractive for target fish.

Versatile in use

The Illex Tricoroll Spoon can be both retrieved and twitched, giving you the same feel as when using 
minnows. Its ability to wobble and lose balance perfectly imitates a weak, small fish, making it an 
irresistible target.

Ideal for rivers and large lakes

Especially in rivers, the Tricoroll Spoon has proven to be extremely successful, but its versatility also makes 
it a favourite for large lakes and when fishing for larger salmonids.

Key features:

Slim, specially curved body for stability in the current
Available in 10g and 14g for flexibility of use
Attractive, wide rolling action similar to a minnow
A recess in the spoon prevents the spoon from coming out of the water and minimises rotation
Ideal for fishing for a variety of target fish such as sea trout, pike and more
Effective in rivers and large lakes

Make the Illex Tricoroll Spoon sp oon the new star in your tackle box and experience how it takes your 
fishing success to a new level. Now available for anglers looking for only the best for their passion.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=320fb9cc0e5040a8e7b3f4e266cd592b

